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Charles W. Eliot, who served as President of Harvard University for a record 40 years, carved out a roadmap for education in his main essay, The New Education. Written in 1869, it made the case for constantly informing how and what students learn, so that education could evolve at a level with society. This approach remains equally
important today, 150 years later. Today's teachers need to rethink higher education for a world that is being thwarted by technology. As Farnam Jahanian, President of Carnegie Mellon University, observed recently, The unprecedented pace of social change makes the need for reform more urgent. There is a lot of pressure on higher
education as a driver of progress in a knowledge-based economy. Coursera's Global Skills Index 2019 found that two-thirds of the world's population lags behind in critical skills. Research by the World Economic Forum shows that the basic skills required to perform most roles will change by an average of 42% by 2022. At this level of
disruption, companies are trying to identify and procure the skills they need to stay competitive. The availability of basic skills is now one of the top three business threats to CEOs worldwide, according to recent research by PwC. As guardians of knowledge and human capital managers, universities must play an important role in preparing
a skilled global workforce. This will require an ecosystem-oriented mindset, using online offerings to expand reach and build partnerships with other universities and content providers. In this respect, it will require much greater investment than 3% of the total expenditure currently available on technology in the field of education. Like
industries, universities will need digital solutions to solve the big problems in higher education. Higher education for people, on a global scale By harnessing emerging technologies, universities can reach beyond the walls of the campus to empower various students on a global scale. It begins with the lap stacked, online learning, which
provides flexibility and affordability that increases access to university curricula and allows students to participate in smaller pieces of learning before committing to larger degree programs. Technologically activated forms, such as to mobile experiences, they meet the student where he is, allowing smoother transitions for those entering a
new learning environment or watching from where he left off. At a more advanced level, the adoption of adaptive learning powered by artificial intelligence will allow universities to personalize education for millions for more effective results. Universities have already seen immediate and strong results from online degree programs. Top
MBA programs such as the World Master of Business Administration from Macquarie University, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign iMBA, Kelley School of Business Online MBA and Carnegie Mellon University online MBA, in particular, have embraced online learning to increase accessibility and reach for professionals working.
These programs also offer the possibility of stacked learning, such as a short set of online courses, that allow students to close specific skills gaps or add specific skills to achieve immediate career goals. By adopting technology in its many forms, universities will be able to offer life-changing access to millions more worldwide. But that's
not the only prize. Through deeper commitments and local industry partnerships worldwide, leading colleges will be able to create a virtuous circle that promotes research and collaborative thinking to address some of the most pressing challenges we face today. A game-changing university ecosystem will need a global community
working together to scale up access to higher education. Universities can be the centre of this revolution by using technology to join forces and create a common learning ecosystem, complementing their own curriculum with top courses from other institutions. Last year, Tec de Monterrey in Mexico, Universidad de los Andes in Colombia
and Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile joined la Tríada — a first-of-its-kind partnership that allows a total of 150,000 students to share access to 100 online courses available from the three institutions. The potential advantages go beyond the common curricula. Universities could also pool resources to start a common credit or
scoring system, create virtual collaborative learning spaces, or combine ideas from a larger network to shape the direction of programs. Technology-driven collaboration will also help alleviate teacher shortages plaguing institutions around the world. Earlier this year, Inside Senior Ed reported on a national shortage of computer science
professors, describing it as a supply and demand story, but for steroids. In India, faculty shortages are hampering the impact of leading institutions - The Indian Institute of Technology, a leading technology institution, has a 35% faculty deficit. Digitally powered ecosystems could seamlessly connect content experts from academia or
industry to deliver custom tutorials for students anywhere in the world. Universities will be able to tap into the best minds in the industry or open the doors to online faculty exchanges between institutions. Technological also speed up research between universities. For example, Quartolio, a research platform powered by artificial
intelligence, helps researchers at universities such as Berkeley, MIT and Stanford connect the dots and discover interpersonal knowledge in their research fields. The shift of the stanford industry and the interconnected history of Silicon Valley is an example of what is possible when industry and academia come together. According to a
PitchBook report, Stanford had the highest number of entrepreneurs - 1,178 - in an undergrad program globally in 2018 (with 1,015 companies and $28.84 billion in funds raised). As skill skills in the workplace we continue to evolve rapidly, we need greater industrial and university interdependence. Institutions such as Mines ParisTech are
leading the way with strong ties to businesses and more than 100 large industrial partners. In addition to research synergy, courses include internships and curricula with partner companies. As talent shortages grow globally, institutions and businesses need to develop partnerships that equip trainees with employable skills. A separate
example is the alignment of google's Professional Informatics Support Certificate with 25 community colleges in the U.S. to offer the IT training program as part of their curriculum. With more than 215,000 open IT support roles, this partnership addresses a significant skills shortage. Google is closing the loop by connecting students to the
program with leading hiring employers for IT support jobs, including Walmart and Bank of America. By broadening the impact, the University of London and Northeastern University also offer credit towards an online degree for students completing the program. The mission for higher education institutions is changing in conjunction with the
workplace, with scope, impact and importance being just as important as ever. Universities are invited to serve more diverse students on a massive scale. They need to create credentials that catch the attention of employers who are increasingly focused on skills above traditional degrees. They need to create shorter paths for new skills.
And alongside fundamental knowledge, they need to offer flexibility for learners to upskill throughout their careers, since lifelong learning is the only way forward. Technology will be connecting through this change, stirring up what we know as higher ed. Answering Is online learning right for me? changes in response to the motive that
prompted the question. If the question translates as will I be successful? then there are several factors in the game. If the question is intended as I am qualified to be an online student, then another set of factors may be in play. Hopefully, however, this article will address both. The key is sufficient motivation. One way to determine your
motivations is by doing a personal cost-benefit analysis and concluding that the benefits far outweigh the cost. So, to decide if online learning is right for you, first define your goals. Why do you want a degree? Why an online degree? What do you hope to achieve by getting The degree? Stability at work? A different job? A better job?
You'd better pay? Better credentials? Personal interest? Make sure the benefits are strong enough to keep you going through difficult times. You don't want to invest in something you're not going to finish. Another question to ask yourself is Is an online grade the only way for me to get a degree? If the answer is yes, then your motivation
will probably be even higher than for a person who has more flexibility. education, whether it is done as a or a non-traditional student, is a financial commitment. The only thing worse than going into debt for a degree goes into debt for an unfinished degree---no thing to show for your debt. If you haven't already made a budget, make one
and stick to it. To see how your budget looks, if you attend school---for making a good hypothetical case--- keep two numbers in mind: the total cost for the degree, and the distributed cost per semester. The last number seems to be the most important, but not seeing the entire degree program can cause you to choose an overpriced
program. The ideal situation is to pay for the degree out of pocket, but surely this is not often an option. Loans may seem like an easier route, but in the end it just delays the cost and tie you to payments for years to come. Sometimes, this could have been avoided if the individual had better planned their finances in advance. Unfortunately
for many, loans are a necessary evil. The best advice: if you take out a loan, get a federal loan, and use as little of that money as possible; Don't live off your loan unless you absolutely have to. Schools usually have financial counseling available to their students. Use these resources! You don't have to do this alone. You have a trained
professional guide through the process of a budget, and figuring out how much of a loan is necessary. Also, they don't just apply to loans! Look for grants and scholarships. The number of scholarships available for special niches is incredible. To stew A bunch of $500 scholarships can add up. 3.1) Reading/registration students are very
word oriented. They prefer to see information in words instead of listening to it, or to see graphic representations. They should not be confused with visual students. One of the benefits of this style for online learning is that a large percentage of the instruction will be achieved through independent reading. Read/write students love
PowerPoint. Most online grade programs provide their students with the PowerPoints used during the lecture, which will also help maintain for reading/student enrollment. Not all schools will require large amounts of writing as part of their evaluation techniques. A reading/writing student would do their best to take the initiative to organize
the information in written form if there is no other reason than to help their own retention. 3.2) Audio students process information by listening to it. Often, audio students benefit from to speak through information, interact with other people, exchange ideas and ask questions. They can benefit from repeating information over and over again
about themselves. Also, don't be fooled, most online programs require plenty of interaction through conversations and video chats. If you find your lips moving while you're editing information, you're more than likely to be an audio student. One of the advantages of online learning for audio students is that if the institution provides online
lectures, lectures, Audio student can go back and watch/listen to them as many times as they want, as opposed to a traditional class limited to a single lecture. 3.3) Visual vision students should not be confused with reading/writing students, as their main way of learning is to see information in a representative manner, such as in the form
of images, graphs, videos or diagrams. The visual student may also be referred to as the spatial student in that they like to see the information displayed in a relationship. Visual students may need to collect additional resources, as the visual data provided by the instructor will be limited to the preferences of the instructors. Most online
program instructors are familiar with using visually exciting content, but if not, finding YouTube videos and Googling images can be very useful. Khan Academy is a particularly useful resource for mathematics/sciences, allowing the student to see how concepts are analyzed in real time. 3.4) Kinesthic pupils (also known as tying pupils) will
unfortunately have the most difficulties with the online form of learning, unless they establish practices for themselves. Kinesthic students benefit most from physical execution tasks in order to learn concepts. It's the hands for students who learn their way, instead of listening or watching. Those seeking a degree in the arts (Video,
Photography, Graphic Design) should have less of a problem. Usually online assignments give ample opportunity to do rather than learn about. If you are an adage student in an online degree program, you may want to look for opportunities for external interaction with the material. This can include reaching out to experts in the area or
finding friends and family who are already knowledgeable, and can help you walk through some of the materials. If you are in a big city, ask the professor if there are any other students close to whom you can study. Organizational skills can make or break your ability to complete an online degree. Do you know how to pace yourself, or
leave work until the last minute? You create a program and stick to it, even if other interests appear in the meantime? Do you know how to set timely goals for yourself and complete them? Do you tend to need external reinforcement to achieve the goals? Are you comfortable taking the initiative to ask questions when you are not clear
about expectations? If you answered Yes to the above-mentioned questions, then you may be a good candidate for online learning. If you answered no to one or more of these questions, there is still hope! If you are not the most organizer, this might mean that you need a little extra help to overcome things that don't come easily for you. If
staying organized is not your forte, smart phones can be an excellent tool. The most important practice is to put things in the calendars, and not just on deadlines. Calendar times for when you should schedule specific assignments, assignments, projects made, etc. The more thought you put into your semester planning, the easier your
semester will be! There is something to be said for certain forms of personality that lean towards and thrive within an alternative learning environment. Again, this does not mean that those who do not have these personality traits will be unsuccessful. Given the choice of traditional order or online form, often introverts (or those who are
shy) gravitas toward an online form. Class discussions can be overwhelming for those who feel either awkwardly speaking in front of a group of people, or for those who need time to properly internalize the material before forming a view that they feel comfortable sharing. The online format can be very attractive for people who prefer to
work independently. Extroverts and hyperactive students out there may also appreciate aspects of online learning. Extroverts may find more interaction with fellow online students than they might have had in a traditional classroom. It is very often true that students in many traditional courses almost never speak to each other. Online
courses that depend on online conversations ensure engagement, meaning everyone needs to talk (or at least write in their thoughts). So not only can there be more interaction with students, extroverts get to practice different methods of building relationships. Hyperactive students benefit greatly from online programs as well, contrary to
the thought that they won't be able to sit still, motivate themselves, etc. Hyperactivity often involves the need to get up and move around. Well, you can stop an online lecture and move around. You can't do that in a traditional classroom. Also, hyperactive people are easily distracted. The advantage of electronic classes is that you can
pause, reset, and repeat information as much as you want. See how many times you can ask a teacher in a class to repeat himself without becoming disappointed with you. Lifestyle can be one of the most important factors in determining whether or not online learning is right for you, and much of it is based on limited choices. Do you
work full time? Is your work schedule unpredictable? Are you single-parent? Do you have a chronic illness? Travelling for work? Any of these reasons can create roadblocks for a person to matriculate as a traditional student. As mentioned earlier, motivation is the key. If an online format is the only way you could reasonably achieve your
grade goals, then it is be successful in an online format. Subnote: None of these factors mentioned are absolute. This writer happens to be an extreme extrovert with ADD and poor organizing skills who has overcome each of these obstacles and is currently working not one but two online master's degrees! Always see challenges as
obstacles to overcome, not as roadblocks. This way it will open many more doors and can make you even more qualified than the people to whom everything comes easily! Last Last 29 October 2020 2020
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